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Temporal Blending for Adaptive SPH
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Figure 1: Two fluids flooding a valley with a salt diffusion (from white to blue) in our interactive and fully GPU-based PCISPH,
shown for two different time-steps. The particle resolution is smoothly doubled around the village by using blend-sets (orange).

Abstract
In this paper we introduce a fast and consistent Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) technique which is
suitable for convection-diffusion simulations of incompressible fluids. We apply our temporal blending technique
to reduce the number of particles in the simulation while smoothly changing quantity fields. Our approach greatly
reduces the error introduced in the pressure term when changing particle configurations. Compared to other
methods, this enables larger integration time-steps in the transition phase. Our implementation is fully GPU-based
in order to take advantage of the parallel nature of particle simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation

1. Introduction

Fluid simulations are important in many graphics appli-
cations such as physically based animation and interac-
tive computer graphics. Compared to grid-based (Eule-
rian) techniques, particle-based (Lagrangian) approaches

like Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), automati-
cally include conservation of mass and are very suitable to
handle free surfaces. SPH, as introduced by Gingold and
Monaghan [GM77], models the dynamics of fluids based
on particle motions applying forces to ensure the Navier-
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Stokes equations. Various attempts have been made to op-
timize SPH by improving the accuracy and/or reducing the
computational costs. Regarding accuracy, SPH for incom-
pressible fluids has been introduced to Computer Graphics
by Becker and Teschner [BT07]. Different SPH parame-
ters are crucial for the performance of an SPH simulation:
for example, using small particle support radii [MCG03]
minimizes the neighbourhood complexity. Dynamically ad-
justing the integration time step based on the Courant-
Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition shortens the overall sim-
ulation time [IAGT10]. Another intuitive idea to speed-up
simulations is to reduce the overall particle count by using
adaptive particle sizes [APKG07] or two co-existing reso-
lution levels [SG11]. Additionally, Predictive-Corrective In-
compressible SPH (PCISPH) [SP09] enable large integra-
tion time-steps for incompressible fluids. Last but not least,
graphics processing units (GPUs) are able to exploit the
highly parallel nature of SPH simulations [KC05].

The overall goal of this paper is to provide a consistent
and adaptive SPH simulation which allows large integra-
tion time-steps. For this purpose, we introduce a feature-
specific adaptation of the number of particles in combination
with adaptive time-steps and small support radii by using
prediction-correction steps. An instantaneous replacement
of particle configurations introduces a significant change in
the pressure term, which leads to small time-steps when CFL
conditions are dynamically enforced. Therefore, we apply a
temporal blending scheme to smooth the error in the pres-
sure term. In detail, our approach incorporates the following
contributions:

• a novel approach for a consistent adaptive SPH using a
temporal blending of quantities which enables large time-
steps, and

• a scheme to estimate the blending step size based on a
predicted error in the pressure term enabling an error-
dependent blending time, and,

• a solely GPU-based implementation for incompressible
SPH fluids with support for non-uniform particle sizes and
in combination with adaptive time-steps.

Compared to prior approaches, our temporal blending proves
to be very robust in terms of the pressure error. As such, we
believe that it is possible to integrate the proposed method
into any other SPH scenario [LD09, SB12] where a smooth
and consistent transition between particle sets is required.

In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss related work
(Sec.2), and introduce relevant aspects of our adaptive SPH
(Sec.3), including a motivation for our temporal blending
approach as presented in Sec.4-7. Implementation details
are given in Sec.8. In Sec.9 we discuss advantages and lim-
itations of our sampling and in Sec.10 we conclude our ap-
proach.

2. Related Work

Since the introduction of SPH [GM77, Luc77], many im-
provements on computation speed have been introduced. We
group them according to the complexity of the underlying
physics, the data-parallelism, and the adaption of particle
sets. For further details, we refer to the surveys from Mon-
aghan [Mon05] and Koumoutsakos et al. [KCR08].

Physics: Desbrun and Cani [DC96] introduced SPH to
the computer graphics community. Based on their work,
Müller et al. [MCG03] presented a set of smoothing ker-
nels with compact support in order to simulate fluids at
interactive rates. Becker and Teschner [BT07] employed
Tait’s equation of state to enforce incompressibility at the
cost of small time-steps. By introducing a prediction cor-
rection loop, Solenthaler and Pajarola [SP09] enabled larger
integration time-steps for incompressible fluids. Ihmsen et
al. [IAGT10] extended their predictive-corrective approach
by globally adapting the integration time-step after each sim-
ulation step. Additionally, they have improved the bound-
ary handling as proposed by Becker et al. [BTT09] by in-
cluding boundary particles in the pressure update loop. Re-
cently, Goswami and Pajarola [GP11] have introduced an ap-
proximation mechanism by deactivating nearly passive par-
ticles, however violating Newton’s action-reaction principle.
Beside convective flux, diffusion for SPH has been intro-
duced to computer graphics by Stora et al. [SAC∗99] to ani-
mate lava flows which then has been extended by Müller et
al. [MSKG05] to simulate fluid-fluid interactions. How-
ever, for SPH the laplacian is better approximated by us-
ing an integral approximation [CM99] as used by Kristof et
al. [KBKS09] to simulate the transport of sediments.

Data-Parallelism and Neighbourhood Complexity: Kolb
and Cuntz [KC05] and Kipfer et al. [KSW04] were the first
who took advantage of the data parallel nature of particle
systems on programmable graphics hardware. The first gath-
ering approach on the GPU has been published by Harada et
al. [HKK07], incorporating a bucket structure on the GPU to
accelerate neighbourhood searches. Green [Gre09] has taken
this idea one step further by sorting particles according to
their current location in a fixed size access-grid. Goswami et
al. [GSSP10] further speed up their access structure by
utilizing shared memory on the GPU and by applying z-
indexing. Ihmsen et al. [IABT11] utilize a compact hashing
on Multicore CPUs and make use of the temporal coherence
of particle structures. Pelfrey and House [PH10], maintain
neighbour lists for each particle in order to avoid unneces-
sary memory reads which at the same time simplify SPH
operations.

Adaptivity: Reducing the overall particle count either glob-
ally or locally is very appealing in order to improve simula-
tion efficiency, because for SPH the overall computational
cost increases linearly with the number of particles. Cot-
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tet et al. [CKS00] divide the fluid domain into several ar-
eas with different resolutions. Unfortunately, their system
depends on a frequent global remeshing of particles onto
a regular grid [CPK02] which distracts from the adaptive
character of Lagrangian systems. Lastiwka et al. [LQB05]
relate a particle’s support radius to the estimated volume af-
ter a local sampling using large support radii. Feldmann and
Bonet [FB07] utilize a non-linear minimization of the local
density error. However, both methods are too slow for inter-
active simulations. Instead, in computer graphics simple re-
placement schemes are used to enable fast simulations which
cause high approximation errors. Desbrun and Cani [DC99]
and Zhang et al. [DC99, ZSP08] employed the differen-
tial form of the continuity equation in order to avoid high
local changes of mass-density due to split or merge oper-
ations. With the differential form, errors are accumulated
over time which leads to severe instabilities. As first pub-
lished by Becker and Teschner [BT07], the summation ap-
proach is much more stable for larger time steps. Adams et
al. [APKG07] determine valid positions for refined particles
and stop sampling in case of large pressure errors. Keiser et
al. [KAG∗06] avoid a direct communication between particle
levels by introducing the concept of virtual particles which
however introduce errors to quantity fields when they turn
into real particles. Recently, Solenthaler and Gross [SG11]
have proposed a particle simulation with coexisting resolu-
tion levels which enables the simulation to quadruple reso-
lution. Unfortunately, the proposed feedback forces are not
physically motivated and do not prevent divergence between
resolution levels. Divergent simulations may lead to conser-
vation problems especially in case of unbounded free surface
scenarios or diffusion simulations, such as shown in Fig.1. In
contrast, in our approach, particle levels interact using stan-
dard SPH rules enabling consistent multi-level convection-
diffusion simulations.

3. Adaptive SPH

In this section, we first describe basics for SPH-based
convection-diffusion simulations (Sec.3.1) and then give
insight into the identification of high resolution regions
(Sec.3.2) as required for adaptive SPH systems (Sec.3.3),
as shown in Fig.2. In Sec.3.4 we discuss major challenges
in realizing an adaptive sampling while giving reasons for
our proposed blending of quantities, as described in Sec.4.

3.1. SPH Physics

In Lagrangian systems, particles represent mass points
which move with the flow field. In SPH, physical quantities
are computed by summing up the contributions of particles
x j in the neighbourhood of the sampling positionx:

Q(x) = ∑
j

Q j (x) = ∑
j

Q j v j Wj (x), (1)

Neighbour
Search

Adaptive
Refinement

Time
IntegrationSPH

Figure 2: A typical simulation loop for adaptive SPH sys-
tems. Our temporal blending easily integrates into SPH and
uses an error estimation during the time-integration step in
order to smooth out errors, caused by an adaptive sampling.

where v j =
mj

ρ j
is a particle’s volume, defined via a par-

ticle’s massmi and a particle’s densityρi , and Wj (x) =
W(|x− x j |,h j) is a radial symmetric kernel function with
small compact support radiush j [MCG03]. If Eq. (1) is eval-
uated at a particle positionxi we will use the short notation
Wi j =Wj (xi). Consequently, in summation form, the density
for a particlei is computed by [Mon92]:

ρi = ∑
j

mj Wi j . (2)

In our case, total mass transport of a soluble substance, like
salt in Fig.1, is modelled via convective and diffusive trans-
port. For fluids, the convective part or change of velocity is
described by the Navier-Stokes equations:

∂vi

∂t
=

1
mi

[Fp
i + Fµ

i + Fσ
i + Fe

i ].

Fe
i is an external force, e.g. gravity. For the viscous force

Fµ
i and the surface tension forceFσ

i we refer to Monaghan
[Mon05] and Becker and Teschner [BT07], respectively.
However, a particle’s pressure forceFp

i can be derived from
symmetrized gradient approximations as described by Mon-
aghan [Mon05]:

Fp
i =−mi ∑

j 6=i

mj (
pi

ρ2
i

+
p j

ρ2
j

)∇Wi j , (3)

where pi is the pressure of a particle which for PCISPH
is adapted iteratively by utilizing the following linear de-
pendency between density and pressure:pi = β(ρi − ρ0),
where ρ0 is the rest density of a fluid andβ is precom-
puted over an optimal neighbourhood [SP09]. Additionally,
an isotropic diffusion simulates how fast a soluble substance
is propagated in a fluid. According to Cleary and Mon-
aghan [CM99], a change of concentrationsc of a soluble
substance is computed by

∂ci

∂t
= D ∑

j 6=i

mj

ρ j ρi
(ci −c j )|∇Wi j |. (4)

HereD is the diffusivity constant, which controls how fast
substances are propagated in a fluid. Please note that by sep-
aratingc from m, we assume that the soluble substance has
no influence on a fluid’s density.
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Figure 3: Mixing of coffee and cream in a Utah Teapot,
shown for t=2 and t=6. Blend-sets (bottom) are used to dy-
namically adapt to the convective and diffusive flux (top).

3.2. High-Resolution Regions

An adaptive mechanism shifts computational resources to
regions of interest. High-resolution regions are either prede-
fined (see Fig.1) or are changed dynamically, as dictated by
the flow. Dynamic regions are defined via the fluid’s surface
in combination with areas of high diffusive flux, as visible
at the contact-line between the two fluids shown in Fig.3.
Accordingly, particlesxi belong to a high-resolution area as
long as one of the following conditions holds true:

|∑
j

v j ∇Wi j |> εs or |∑
j

v j (ci −c j )∇Wi j |> εc,

whereεs,εc are user defined thresholds for the volume gra-
dient (see also Mueller et al. [MSKG05]) and the con-
centration gradient, respectively. However, many other re-
sampling criteria exist throughout the literature [SZP07].
Please note that similar to Adams et al. [APKG07] we leave
an intermediate area of particles which are not refined in or-
der to avoid split-merge fluctuations.

3.3. Non-Uniform Support Radii

Once high-resolution regions are identified, simple sam-
pling operators, such as shown in Fig.6, are used to re-
fine a local particle set, aiming for a good performance.
An adaptive sampling uses particles with non-uniform sup-
port radiihi and massesmi depending on their current level
l i = 0,1,2, ..., lmax:

hi = σ
(

mi

ρ0

)
1
3

, mi = 2l i m0, (5)

wherem0 is the reference mass for level zero particles and
σ≈ 1.3 in order to conserve a fluid’s volume [Mon05]. How-
ever, in non-uniform particle systems, particles may either
contribute to particles of their level only [KAG∗06, SG11],
or may exchange information with all neighbour particles di-
rectly [APKG07]. In the latter case, which we use due to its
simplicity, the influence of neighbouring particles needs to
be averaged in order to symmetrize contributions [Mon92]:

Wi j =W(|xi −x j |,
hi +h j

2
).

Alternative averaging operators [DC99] may be applied as
well. However, high resolution regions require smaller in-
tegration time-steps in order to secure simulation stability.
According to the Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) condition,
the maximum time-step for a single particlei is defined by

∆ti = min(λv
hi

|vi |
, λF

√

hi

|Fi |
), (6)

where λv = 0.4 and λF = 0.25 according to Mon-
aghan [Mon92]. The overall simulation speed then depends
on the minimum over all individual time-steps, as described
for example by Ihmsen et al. [IAGT10] for PCISPH.

3.4. Challenges of an Adaptive Sampling

Adaptive SPH systems refine particles globally [CKS00] or
locally [FB07]. In case of free surface flows, local sampling
operations have to minimize a local error function in order
to preserve a quantity fieldQ(x) as good as possible:

EQ(x) = |Q(x)−Q∗(x)|, (7)

whereQ∗(x) is the result of the approximation. Lagrange
multipliers [FB07] and iterative solvers are required in or-
der to conserve the total amount of quantities and to account
for non-negativity constraints [LB95]. Instead, in Computer
Graphics, simple and fast sampling patterns are used. For ex-
ample, in high-resolution regions, particles of levell split to
N child particles of levell − log2(N), or vice versa merge
to a single particle of levell + 1 in low resolution re-
gions. In general, such operators do not include any neigh-
bouring particles to minimizeEQ(x), do not preserve the
overall regular particle structure and consequently, approx-
imate the old quantity field with larger errors as shown in
Fig. 4. Differentials in SPH are quite sensitive to such ir-
regular particle structures and field discontinuities. Solen-
thaler and Gross [SG11] have utilized an impulse-based
transition for high-level boundary particles turning into real
particles. However, their method is applicable only if two
resolution levels are allowed to coexist, possibly leading
to divergence problems. In consistent systems, communi-
cation between particles of different smoothing radii in-
creases the error as well [BOT01]. In general, this error can
be reduced by avoiding a direct communication between
levels as proposed by Keiser et al. [KAG∗06] or by us-
ing a 1 : 2 replacement structure as has been proposed by
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(a) Ground Truth (b) Non Continuous (c) Error-Independent (d) Error-Dependent

Figure 4: 4(a) visualizes the pressure distribution for the scene shown in Fig.9 after 1.5 seconds of simulation time. In4(b)
high pressure is introduced due to an abrupt merging of 60k particles asutilized by [APKG07] in the context of PCISPH,
leading to an unstable simulation in case the number of merge operations is not reduced as shown later in Fig.9. In 4(c) our
error-independent linear blending function is applied which gives a resultclose to the original pressure field. However, an error
estimation in combination with our linear blending preserves the overall pressure distribution much better, as shown in4(d).

Adams et al. [APKG07]. Still, large pressure forces are in-
troduced due to a non-optimized sampling, strong particle
overlaps, and small compact smoothing kernels. By apply-
ing the CFL condition in each step, such forces dramatically
decrease the integration time in order to preserve simula-
tion stability. Even worse, in the context of PCISPH such
forces may trigger a shock handling mechanism as described
by Ihmsen et al. [IAGT10]. Instead, our temporal blending
(Sec.4) smooths out these errors over time by using an error-
dependent transition (Sec.7) via our local quantity blend-
ing (Sec.5-6). Thus, we allow adaptive SPH systems to use
large time steps in combination with small smoothing ker-
nels which are required for a fast and consistent simulations.

4. Temporal Blending

In order to smooth sampling errors introduced by sampling
operators, we propose a blending approach to smoothly in-
terpolate between two interchangeable fluid representations
over time as shown in Fig.5. Even if a blending between
multiple representations of an object is a well known con-
cept in computer-graphics, we will transfer the idea into the
context of SPH-based fluid simulation. With a blending be-
tween two global particle sets, the SPH-based summation
interpolant changes to

Q(x) =b ∑
j∈H

Q j (x) + (1−b) ∑
j∈L

Q j (x)

=b QH(x) + (1−b) QL(x). (8)

Here, a low-resolution particle setL and a high-resolution
particle set H represent two interchangeableblend-
domains. Both corresponding quantity fieldsQH(x) and
QL(x) are smoothly blended with respect to ablend-weight
b ∈ [0,1]. Over time,b increases from zero to one or de-
creases from one to zero which depends on the required res-
olution. As a result, particles of one blend-domain smoothly

replace the particles in their complementary blend-domain,
their so-calledblend-partners. Instead of just refining one
global fluid volume, we blend between manylocal blend-
sets (i.e. sub-volumes of the fluid) simultaneously as de-
scribed in the following section.

(a) Non-Continuous (b) Continuous

Figure 5: Instead of a non-continuous sampling5(a) our
blending5(b) smoothly replaces old particles (blue) by a
new particle set (orange) with respect to a blend-weight b(t).

5. Concept of Blend-Sets

We introduce the concept of blend-sets, i.e. local fluid vol-
umes with adapting particle representations, to enable lo-
cal blending operations. Each blend-sets therefore consists
of two particle sets, a low resolution particle setLs (blue)
and a high resolution particle setHs (orange). The transition
between these local particle-sets is controlled by a blend-
weight bs ∈ [0,1]. Due to multiple co-existing blend-sets,
the SPH system needs to handle several individually blend-
ing particles together with non blending particles over time
as shown in Fig.6. Accordingly, the SPH summation with
support for blend-sets is defined by

Q(x) = ∑
j /∈S

Q j (x) + ∑
s
(bs ∑

j∈Hs

Q j (x)+(1−bs) ∑
j∈Ls

Q j (x)),

(9)
whereS=

⋃
s{Hs∪Ls} includes all blending particles.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: In 6(a) particles are split to 8 child particles in
order to double resolution close to the pillars. With blend-
sets, new (black) particles are smoothly blended in over time
until they fully contribute (white) to neighbouring particles
while the contribution from old particles is reduced. In6(b)
particles are replaced by two child particles three times in
order to double resolution. Due to blending and proper ini-
tialization the result is independent from the used pattern.

However, similarly to the global blending function as de-
fined by Eq. (8), we need to compute flow quantities sepa-
rately in both blend-domains of a blend-set. Consequently,
we have to rearrange Eq. (9) with respect to a single blend-
set r. Therefore, we define the contribution from particles
which do not belong tor (grey particles in Fig.7) as

Φr (x)= ∑
j /∈S

Q j (x) + ∑
s6=r

(bs ∑
j∈Hs

Q j (x)+(1−bs) ∑
j∈Ls

Q j (x)) .

By adding this contribution to the contribution from particles
in r we can reformulate the SPH summation to

Q(x) =Φr (x) + br ∑
j∈Hr

Q j (x)+(1−br) ∑
j∈Lr

Q j (x)

=br (Φr (x)+ ∑
j∈Hr

Q j (x)) + (1−br)(Φr(x)+ ∑
j∈Lr

Q j (x))

=br QHr (x) + (1−br)QLr (x), (10)

whereQHr (x) and QLr (x) represent the quantity fields of
the high-resolution blend-domain and low-resolution blend-
domain with respect to a single blend-setr. However, in
practice we cannot directly use Eq. (10) to compute mass
flux, for reasons described in the following section.

6. Application of Blend-Sets

The separation of resolution levels as described in the previ-
ous section becomes useful when evaluating flow quantities
for blend-sets. However, because blend-partners strongly
overlap, a force computation in a particle’s complementary
blend-domain would lead to strong repulsion forces. That is

(a) SPH (b) Interpolation (c) Blending

Figure 7: Particles i in a blend-set r blend (7(c)) between a
quantity which they evaluate via SPH in their blend-domain
(7(a)) and a quantity which they interpolate in their comple-
mentary blend-domain (7(b)), as shown for i∈ Hr (top row)
and i∈ Lr (bottom row). In both steps, neighbouring blend-
sets s (dark grey) contribute to a particle i with respect to
their blend-weights bs, as indicated by the black arrows.

why in practice, a particlei in a blend-setr utilizes three
sequential steps to resemble Eq. (10), as shown in Fig.7:

a) SPH: At first, particlei computes its flow quantities via
SPH in its blend-domain only, i.e.Qi = QHr (xi) for i ∈
Hr andQi = QLr (xi) for i ∈ Lr . During this step, blend-
domains are treated independently (see Sec.6.1).

b) Interpolation: Subsequently, particlei interpolates flow
quantities in its complementary blend-domain (see
Sec. 6.2), resulting in Q̂i = Q̂Hr (xi) for i ∈ Lr or in
Q̂i = Q̂Lr (xi) for i ∈ Hr . However, an SPH summation
would result in an underestimation of flow fields as the
interpolation pointxi does not coincide with any particle
positionx j in i’s complementary blend-domain. Instead,
we apply a corrected interpolation [BK02]:

Q̂(x) = ∑
j

Q jv jŴj (x), Ŵj (x) =
Wj (x)

∑ j v jWj (x)
, (11)

which results in a better approximation of flow fields.
c) Blending: Finally, both quantities are blended with re-

spect to the blend-weightsbr in order to synchronize flow
dynamics between blend-domains:

Qi ←

{

br Qi + (1−br) Q̂i i ∈ Hr

br Q̂i + (1−br) Qi i ∈ Lr .
(12)

With such a blending of quantities, the system enables a
smooth transition between blend-partners over time.

Instead of grouping particles according to their blend-sets
we rather employ pair-wise conditions in order to evaluate
flow quantities.

c© 2012 The Author(s)
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6.1. SPH-based Flux Computation per Blend-Domain

As a first step, a particlei in blend-setr evaluates flow quan-
tities in its blend-domain. According to Eq. (10) neighbour-
ing particlesj, which belong to the same blend-domain, con-
tribute to i with respect to their blend-weights. Instead of
gathering contributions from all blend-sets separately, we
introduce conditional pair-wise contributionsbi← j into the
SPH summation:

Qi = ∑
j

bi← j Q j v j Wi j . (13)

As shown in Fig.7(a), a contribution from a neighbouring
particle j to particlei under consideration is then defined as

bi← j =



















0 j ∈ Hs ∧ i ∈ Ls ∨ j ∈ Ls ∧ i ∈ Hs

bs j ∈ Hs ∧ r 6= s

1−bs j ∈ Ls ∧ r 6= s

1 otherwise.

Please note that pair-wise contributionsbi← j are also applied
during flux computation for particlesi which do not belong
to any blend-set. For such non-blending particles we simply
setr 6= s, asHr ∪Lr = /0.

With such pair-wise contributions the SPH system avoids
instantaneous changes in the density field (see Eq. (2)) which
otherwise would lead to strong pressure forces:

ρi = ∑
j

bi← j mj Wi j . (14)

Such conditional blend-weights do not change the way spa-
tial derivatives are computed. For example pressure forces
(see Eq. (3)) are evaluated by

Fp
i =−mi ∑

j 6=i

bi← j mj (
pi

ρ2
i

+
p j

ρ2
j

)∇Wi j . (15)

As blend weights are employed as particle inherent proper-
ties, they easily apply to all other kinds of symmetrized gra-
dient approximations as well. Similarily, the diffusive flux
(see Eq. (4)) with support for blend-sets is computed by

∂
∂t

ci = D ∑
j 6=i

bi← j
mj

ρ j ρi
(ci −c j )|∇Wi j |. (16)

With the described SPH summation, neighbouring particles
smoothly adapt to new particle configurations. However,
blend-partners need to synchronize their quantities by utiliz-
ing an interpolation in their complementary blend-domain.

6.2. Interpolation of Flow Quantities between
Blend-Domains

In each step of the simulation, a blending of quantities re-
duces the divergence between blend-domains and smooths
sampling errors between blend-partners. As described previ-
ously, particles utilize Eq. (11) in order to interpolate quan-
tities in the complementary blend-domain as standard SPH
does not even preserve constant functions. Consequently, in

combination with pair-wise contributions, a particlei in a
blend-setr interpolates flow quantities by

Q̂i =
∑ j b̂i← j Q j v j Wi j

∑ j b̂i← j v j Wi j
. (17)

As shown in Fig.7(b), the contributions from neighbouring
particlesj to particlei under consideration is defined as

b̂i← j =



















0 i, j ∈ Ls ∨ i, j ∈ Hs

bs j ∈ Hs ∧ r 6= s

1−bs j ∈ Ls ∧ r 6= s

1 otherwise.

Please note that Eq. (17) is used for pure interpolation only,
e.g. to interpolate velocitieŝvi or densitiesρ̂i . We also
slightly increase the interpolation radius byk = 1.25 in or-
der to get a good trade-off between the smoothing of quantity
fields and the divergence between blend-partners:

Wi j =W(|xi −x j |,k
hi +h j

2
).

However, in rare cases, blend-partners may still diverge,
e.g. due to contact with sharp boundaries. In cases where

|xi − x j | > k hi+h j

2 , we average the velocity among blend-
partners in order to let them stick together. On the one hand,
this effectively reduces their dynamics, but on the other
hand, an average operation avoids non-physically motivated
bonding mechanisms.

Even if Eq. (11) results in a better approximation of quan-
tity fields [She68] we neither preserve linear nor preserve
angular momentum. As the introduced damping of flow dy-
namics is not noticeable we do not apply a normalization
of the interpolated density and velocity values. However, we
must conserve the total amount of a soluble substancec. For-
tunately, due to isotropic diffusion, the concentration profile
is rather homogeneous. As concentrations are given with re-
spect to a particle’s mass, we interpolate concentrations by

ĉi = ∑
j

c j , (18)

where in this case the contributing particle setj is restricted
to blend-partners only, i.e.j ∈ Hs∧ i ∈ Ls∨ j ∈ Ls∧ i ∈ Hs.
With the proposed blending of quantities, the system is able
to smoothly exchange particle sets over time.

7. Blending Duration

After a blend-set has been created via a split or a merge
operation, it goes through two different phases: in the ini-
tialization phase, newly created particles are passively ad-
vected while their initial position is improved, as described
in Sec.7.2. In the subsequent transition phase, blend-sets
smoothly update their blend-weights in order to enable a sta-
ble transition from one time-step to the next. The influence
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Figure 8: Top-view (left) of the "Valley"-scene and the es-
timated sampling-errors (right). Newly created (blue) par-
ticles may introduce large blend-errors (red), due to strong
overlaps with neighbouring particles.

of new particles increases from zero to one, and simultane-
ously, decreases from one to zero for old particles as mod-
elled by the following piecewise linear blending function:

br(t +∆t) = br (t)+

{

∆br(t) Lr splitted

−∆br(t) Hr merged,
(19)

where∆br depends on the local sampling error (see Sec.7.1).
As soon as old particles do not contribute to their neighbour-
ing particles anymore, i.e.br = 1 in case of a split orbr = 0
in case of a merge, they are removed from the system.

7.1. Error Estimation

In order to make the transition as smooth as possible, we
increment blend-weights with respect to local sampling er-
rors. For this purpose, we measure the error which is in-
troduced into a quantity field by updating all blend-weights
by a global blend-increment∆b∈]0,1], which according to
Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) yields

EQ(x) =|Q(x)−Q∗(x) |

=∑
s
(bs ∑

j∈Hs

Q j (x)+(1−bs) ∑
j∈Ls

Q j (x))

− ∑
s
((bs+∆b) ∑

j∈Hs

Q j (x)+(1− (bs+∆b)) ∑
j∈Ls

Q j (x))

=∑
s
(∆b ∑

j∈Hs

Q j (x)+∆b ∑
j∈Ls

Q j (x))

=∆b ∑
j∈S

Q j (x) .

By assuming a static particle neighbourhood we are then
able to measure the sensitivity of a quantity field with re-
spect to a change of blend-weights. Even if we can compute
sampling errors for all quantity fields, we only measure the
error which is introduced into the density field by

Eρ(x) = ∆b ∑
j∈S

mj Wj (x), (20)

which in our examples is most important to ensure stability.

In each time step, one could iteratively adjust∆b in or-
der to stay below a maximum user defined errorEρ,max.
However, by assuming a linear dependency between blend-
weights and the sampling error, we instead apply only a sin-
gle estimation step. At first, all particles evaluate the density
error at their locationsx j , resulting inEρ, j (see Fig.8). Dur-
ing this step we set∆b= ∆bmax= ∆t/Tmin where the mini-
mum blending timeTmin is defined by the user. Afterwards,
a blend-set computes its weight increment by using the max-
imum of all individual errors:

∆br = ∆bmax− (∆bmax−∆bmin) max
j

Eρ, j
Eρ,max

, (21)

where∆bmin = ∆t/Tmax and the maximum user defined den-
sity error Eρ,max = 0.06∗ ρ0. Please note that with parti-
cles j we include non-blending neighbouring particles of
blend-setr as well. BothTmax and Tmin allow a user to
steer the blending either towards performance or towards
accuracy. For all our examples we have set the minimum
blending timeTmin = 40ms and the maximum blending time
Tmax = 200ms, which according to our experiments results
in a smooth transition. However, the blending duration can
be greatly reduced if particles are initialized properly.

7.2. Particle Initialization

As shown in Fig.8, newly created particles may introduce
larger errors thanEρ,max due to excessive overlaps with
neighbouring particles or due to a collision with rigid ob-
jects. Accordingly, we improve initial positions of new parti-
cles over a few simulation steps by using their pressure force
and keeping∆br = 0:

xi ← xi + α
1
mi

Fp
i , (22)

whereα is a user defined parameter. We restrict such pas-
sive particles not to move more thanhi away from the mass
center of their (active) blend-partners. Please note that such
impulses can only improve positions to a certain extent. A
merge or a split is therefore postponed if the error is still too
high, i.e.Eρ,i > Eρ,max.

8. PCISPH Implementation with Blend-Sets

In order to validate our approach, we have implemented
the state-of-the-art PCISPH algorithm in combination with
a diffusive flux [CM99] on the GPU as shown in Alg.1.
For reasons of simplicity, we refer to the good related
work for a description of the predictive-corrective convec-
tion loop [SP09] in combination with an adaptive time-
stepping and proper boundary handling [IAGT10]. We have
highlighted our modifications to introduce blend-sets (or-
ange) and changes due to non-uniform support radii (green).

In each simulation step, particles blend their density, ve-
locity and concentrations between blend-domains as de-
scribed in Sec.6. Please note that we do not blend forces
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Algorithm 1: Parallel PCISPH step with blend-sets.
Diffusive Flux

foreach particle i in parallel do
compute densityρi(t) (Eq. (14))

foreach blending particle iin parallel do
interpolate densitŷρi(t) (Eq. (17))
blend densityρi(t) (Eq. (12))

foreach particle i in parallel do
update concentrationci(t +∆t) (Eq. (16))

foreach blending particle iin parallel do
interpolate concentration ˆci(t +∆t) (Eq. (18))
blend concentrationci(t +∆t) (Eq. (12))

Convective Flux
foreach particle i in parallel do

compute non-pressure forcesFµ+e+σ
i (t)

initialize pressurepi(t) = 0
initialize pressure forceFp

i (t) = 0

while n< 3 do
foreach particle i in parallel do

predict velocityv∗i (t +∆t)
predict positionx∗i (t +∆t)

foreach particle i in parallel do
predict densityρ∗i (t +∆t) (Eq. (14))

foreach blending particle iin parallel do
interpolate densitŷρ∗i (t +∆t) (Eq. (17))
blend densityρ∗i (t +∆t) (Eq. (12))

foreach particle i in parallel do
compute pressure forceFp

i (t) (Eq. (15))
correct pressurepi(t)+=βl (ρ∗i (t +∆t)−ρ0)

foreach particle i in parallel do
update velocityvi(t +∆t)

foreach blending particle iin parallel do
interpolate velocitŷvi(t +∆t) (Eq. (17))
blend velocityvi(t +∆t) (Eq. (12))

Blend-Set Transition
foreach particle i in parallel do

estimate blend errorEρ,i(t) (Eq. (20))

foreach blend-set rin parallel do
compute blend increment∆br (t) (Eq.(21))
update blend-weightsbr (t +∆t) (Eq. (19))

foreach blending particle iin parallel do
if br (t) = 0∨br (t) = 1 : improve positionxi(t) (Eq. (22))

Time Integration
foreach particle i in parallel do

update positionxi(t +∆t)
estimate time step∆ti

adapt∆t using parallel Min-Reduction over∆ti
recomputeβl

between blend-partners. Instead, we synchronize the convec-
tive flux by a blending of velocity values. At the end of each
simulation step, blend-sets then update their blend-weights
by predicting a sampling error as described in Sec.7. In con-
trast to the diffusive flux, which is implemented in a straight-
forward fashion, the convective flux is solved by adapting

particle pressures [SP09] over three iteration steps [IAGT10]
in order to enforce incompressibility. Note that according to
our measurements, it is sufficient to apply a synchronization
of particle densities within the correction loop.

Since we utilize non-uniform particle sizes we compute
multiple constantsβl , l = 0,1, .., lmax to correct density
errors. Similar to Solenthaler and Pajarola, each is pre-
computed independently for a prototype particle of levell
with a filled neighbourhood of level-l particles and is up-
dated each time the integration step-size changes. During
iteration, each particle then chooses its constantβl corre-
sponding to its levell i . As an adaptive spatial discretization
directly implies adaptive temporal discretization, particles
evaluate their maximum time-step∆ti by using Eq. (6). The
integration time step∆t is then adapted globally by using a
parallel min-reduction over all individual time-steps.

Before flux computation, particles are sorted according
to their current location in a regular access grid [Gre09],
whose size depends on the maximum support radiushmax
(see Fig.8). A sorting of particle data improves memory
coherence and allows the system to easily insert or re-
move particles at the end of the respective linear data arrays
which avoids memory fragmentations. Similar to Pelfrey and
House [PH10], we then use the access grid to set up neigh-
bour lists in which each particle stores references to all of its
neighbouring particles. We identify particles as neighbours
if their distance is smaller than their average support radius
which results in a symmetric visibility during flux computa-
tions. On the one hand, such neighbour references increase
memory requirements and need to be updated each frame,
but on the other hand, SPH operations compute much faster
as global memory reads for non-contributing particles are
avoided. Furthermore, GPU kernels are easier to implement,
require less computing resources and avoid branch diver-
gences as they do not need an optimized neighbour search.

Scene "Valley" "Pillars" "Teapot"
Sim. Time [s] 75 21 35
Avg.∆t [ms] 2 2.5 2
Min #ptcls [k] 0-500 / 0-1000 210,500,700 / 0-470 / 0-1000

500,1000,1500
0-270* 380*,820*,1100* 0-700*

Comp. Time [min] 34 / 57 5.9,13.7,18.1 / 15.8 / 19.8
7.6,17.3,26.7

32.3* 9.9*,23.9*,31.3* 18.68*
Snapshot Fig.1 at 30s Fig.9 at 5s Fig.3 at 4.5s
#ptcls [k] 310[20]/ 635 500[40]/ 960 100[40]/ 128
Neighbours [ms] 10.1[0.7]/ 18.2 14.6[1.4]/ 26.5 5.2[2]/ 4.1
Diff. Flux [ms] 6.9[0.3]/ 12.4 9.67[1.1]/ 16.9 1.7[0.6]/ 2.1
Conv. Flux [ms] 27.1[3.3]/ 47.7 41.1[3.8]/ 65.7 11[2.5]/ 9.5
Blend. Trans. [ms] 5.1[5.1]/ 0 9[9]/ 0 1.7[1.7]/ 0
Time Int. [ms] 1.1[0]/ 2.1 1.9[0]/ 4 1.9[0]/ 0
Split/Merge [ms] 0.7[0]/ 0 1.7[0]/ 0 0.2[0]/ 0
Total [ms] 51[9.4]/ 80.4 78.1[15.3]/ 113.1 20.5[6.8]/ 16.6

Table 1: Timings of our adaptive / non-adaptive PCISPH.
The overhead due to blend-sets is highlighted in orange.
Overall timings for [APKG07] are marked with *.
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Figure 9: PCISPH simulation of two colliding fluid fronts after 5 seconds (top row). Only 160 k of the 960 k particles can be
stably merged with [APKG07] (second row). In contrast, our temporal blending (third row) achieves a 1.6x speed-up by halving
the particle count. Decreasing the particle resolution further to level lmax= 6 (last row) significantly damps flow dynamics.

9. Results and Discussion

We have tested our scenes on an Intel Dual-Core 2.66 GHz
with a NVidia GTX 580 Graphics Card with 1.5 GB VRAM.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our temporal
blending we compare our method to the techniques from
Solenthaler and Pajarola [SP09], Müller et al. [MCG03]
and Adams et al. [APKG07] with particle numbers vary-
ing from 500 k particles to 1,5 M particles. Table1 gives an
overview over the simulation times for all presented scenes
and shows timings for the operations as presented in Alg.1.

Results are visualized by using our interactive volume ray-
casting [OKK10].

In the "Village" scene, Fig.1, the particle count increases
to one million particles over time in case of a non-adaptive
simulation and 500 k in case of a comparable adaptive SPH
within a fixed predefined high-resolution region around the
village. As shown in Fig.10, the workload scales linearly
with the number of particles in the predictive-corrective
loop. As expected, our adaptive method outperforms the
PCISPH [SP09] method by a factor of 1.6 and speeds-up
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Figure 10: Due to the linear dependency between perfor-
mance and the number of particles, our temporal blending
speeds-up the simulation in Fig.1 by a factor 1.6 for PCISPH
[SP09] and by a factor of 1.3 for SPH [MCG03].

a compressible SPH simulation [MCG03], by a factor of 1.4
when the particle count is halved. As shown in the Teapot-
example (see Fig.3), in very complex flow scenarios, the
number of blend-sets might be very high compared to the
overall particle count which results in no speed-up at all.
However, this will be the case for most adaptive simulations
due to fast changing resolution regions (which we recom-
pute every 20 frames). Still, resolution regions are in good
agreement with flow dynamics.

By inserting particles abruptly [APKG07], high artificial
pressure forces are introduced, as visualized in Fig.4. In gen-
eral, very few particles can be stably merged, as shown in
Fig. 9. Even with a reduced number of refinement opera-
tions, occasional high pressure forces occure and lead to a
flickering of the integration time-step, as shown in Fig.11.
The system is not able to stably merge particles up to level
l = 6. In contrast, our temporal blending preserves the in-
tegration time-step while the number of particles can be
halved, even forlmax= 6 as shown in the last row of Fig.9.
Unfortunately, in case oflmax= 6, larger particles damp flow
dynamics notably and the SPH system cannot gain much
speed-up, since the neighbour search then becomes a new
bottleneck. Furthermore, a non-uniform SPH in combination
with kernel averages [Mon92] is only stable for mass differ-
ences up to a factor of 10 [SP08] and non-uniform smoothing
radii introduce larger errors if they differ by more than a fac-
tor 2 between particle neighbours [BOT01]. In the future, we
would like to combine our blending of quantities with virtual
boundary particles as proposed by Keiser et al. [KAG∗06] in
order to enable larger resolution differences. However, the
presented temporal blending technique is independent from
the smoothing kernels and refinement patterns. Please see
the accompanying video for further results and for visual im-
pressions of the presented scenes.

Figure 11: Time-step size and average density (in percent-
age of the rest density) for Fig.9. Even if the density profile
is preserved a stable non-continuous replacement (blue) re-
sults in a flickering of the integration time-step (top) due to
occasional high pressure forces. In contrast, our method still
preserves the integration time-step, even for lmax= 6.

10. Conclusion

We have presented a novel temporal blending approach
which is capable of exchanging particle sets while main-
taining a consistent convection-diffusion simulation by us-
ing standard SPH rules only. Our temporal blending signif-
icantly reduces the influence of sampling errors while pre-
serving the integration time-step. Additionally, we have in-
troduced a scheme to control the blending time according
to a predicted error in the pressure term.In order to evaluate
the flexibility of our system, we have integrated our tem-
poral blending into the latest approaches presented in the
field of SPH-based fluid simulations. In combination with
our new blending approach, our fully GPU-based implemen-
tation achieves interactive frame-rates for up to a million of
particles.
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